Online Labs workshop at ISEE 2013

A workshop was conducted by CREATE @ Amrita for the students of Class 12 during the ISEE symposium held at Amrita University - Amritapuri campus, on July 28, 2013. The students found the session exciting and knowledgeable. With more than 700 participants, ISEE became the biggest IEEE Student event of IEEE Kerala section.

IEEE International Symposium on Education, Technology and Entrepreneurship (ISEE) is the flagship symposium by the IEEE Student Branch, Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham. ISEE aims at bringing various academic disciplines under a single forum. It consists of various science and technology based lectures and workshops.

ISEE attracts participation from all over India, and seeks to provide collegiate students with a platform to excel in their talents. ISEE is entirely student managed and embraces uniqueness in appearance and management.